Mildew Remover

Product Description
Quick and easy-to-use liquid chlorinated cleaner/destainer.

Physical Properties
- Form: Liquid
- Odor: Bleach
- Color: Clear - Light Yellow
- Solubility: Complete
- pH: 12.50 to 14.50
- Specific Gravity: 16.5 to 17.5
- Flammability: Non-flammable
- Biodegradability: Biodegradeable

Areas of Use
- Tile
- Grout
- Shower Stalls and Curtains
- Mats
- Vinyl Canopies
- Awnings
- Auto and Boat Tops
- Painted and Unpainted Surfaces

Packaging & Freight
- 55 Gallon to 1 Quart
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